Weekly Highlights
14th March – 18th March

Red Nose Day
Thank you to all the families who donated to the Red Nose Day Appeal, we are counting the
donations and will let you know the total. In school, the children enjoyed building habitats for
the Red Nose Day characters Dash, Cam, Flo, Sky, Dot and Lucky! A big thank you to the
school kitchen for making a Red Nose Day biscuits for all children.
Year 6 Adventure Week
This week, Year 6 have had so much fun! In school, children have been baking, dancing,
making models and swimming; whilst children who went to Robinwood threw themselves off
the trapeze, navigated the piranha pool and tried to beat the Big Kidz (the teachers!) in team
challenge. Now they are back in school, all efforts will be made to fully prepare the children
to sit the SATs from 9th - 12th May.
Inside the Classrooms
There has been lots of amazing learning taking place this week in Middleton Parish all the
way through school.
In Nursery, the children have become brilliant artists and have been painting some beautiful
pictures of spring time flowers. Looking at the amazing work they have produced, we have
some budding Vincent Van Gogh’s in our midst.
In Reception, the children have been learning all about Palm Sunday in the lead up to
Easter. They went into the forest and sang some lovely songs with Mr Lloyd. They have also
had some new visitors in their classrooms with the arrival of caterpillars which they will get to
observe go through the life cycle and turn into beautiful butterflies.
Year 1 have had lots of fun in maths learning all about capacity. They have been filling
different sized containers up with water and using vocabulary such as full, empty and half full
to describe them.
PE has been all about invasion games for year 2 who have been learning about the different
types of passes in games such as netball. They have been focusing on the bounce pass and
chest pass.
Year 3 have been learning all about magnets in their Science lessons. They have carried out
an investigation to find out which objects around the room were magnetic and which were
non-magnetic.
Year 4 have been learning the names and locations of countries found in Europe using some
fantastic map reading skills. They have also been working hard on learning their 9 times
tables by singing some catchy songs and playing lots of times table games.
Year 5 have been enjoying the new reading books that have arrived in their classrooms and
cannot wait to bring them home and share them with you.

